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“Begin to experiment with clients, inviting exploration of 
the same vulnerable territory in order to open conscious 
awareness of potential.” 

— Janet Harvey
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Chapter 1

CoaChing froM 
essenCe

The essence of being human is that one does not 
seek pefection. 

— George Orwell
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CoaChing froM essenCe
What do you know about your personal potency to invite clients into an 
explicit exploration of potential? The original idea for this eBook, comes 
from hours of discussion with coaches at every stage of development 
wondering about the path to mastery .

Sometimes the quest is to earn the next ICF credential . For others the 
question arises from a driven desire for excellence that borders on 
perfection, an end state that is perceived as illusive and unattainable no 
matter how hard we work . In my view, the journey toward mastery, in all its 
forms and definitions, is personal, unique and defies formulaic answers .

Let us then begin a journey together of exploring and in the words of Dr . 
Seuss, “oh, the places we will go .”

Be Able

Potential, by ICF definition, is the focus of a coaching relationship . As 
coaches, we are to maximize personal and professional potential . We do 
this through a thought provoking and creative process with our clients . The 
implied core purpose of a coach is to generate an experience with positive 
effect that facilitates desired change for clients . That change, in all forms, is 
recognized as maximizing potential .
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What do clients know, or better yet, why do they care about potential? 
Language used with clients rarely includes the term potential . I am curious 
about why and invite you to explore this topic first conceptually and then 
very practically in terms of what we do with clients in being a coach that is 
effective .

Let’s start with language and what potential means.

The Latin root of the word potential is a combination of potis (able) plus 
esse (to be): to be able . Most dictionaries and discussion of potential go on 
to say that potential is: to have authority and power to be effective in action .

From this we learn that potential is a condition of having power that is 
potent and has not yet come into being; it is possible, latent, unrealized 
and/or underdeveloped . Clients usually share that potential is stifled by the 
circumstance or context, “so-and-so won’t give me the authority” or, “the 
climate isn’t right for a promotion” or, “it will be perceived as unfair if I am 
given the opportunity I want and have earned .”

All of these examples, and others I’m sure, spring to mind, are beliefs about 
what is acceptable behavior so that we achieve a sense of belonging and 
respect .

What we know from the viewpoint of coaching is that any belief adopted 
may also be transformed, in the same way a belief originates . It’s a 
wonderful example of a parallel process bursting into awareness .

“Begin to experiment with clients, inviting exploration of the same 
vulnerable territory in order to open conscious awareness of potential.”

Imagine what opens with clients when we boldly engage in an exploration 
of what created our beliefs . For a client to witness that he or she invented 
what is believed means in that moment he or she has the power to change 
what is believed .

As Dr . Carl Rogers explored in person-centered psychology, we understand 
that values – and our choices in life that honor or dishonor those values – 
are a primary influence over our beliefs .

Further, that beliefs are a primary influence over behavior choices . Autopilot 
in an airplane is a good metaphor for creating habitual behaviors . We set 
a course for life that seems useful based on the conditions in a moment 
of time and then give our attention to something else . In changing our 
attention we stop noticing the conditions and as the wind and temperature 
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shift we drift off course . The impact of being off course brings our attention 
back to the course and we make some new choices . The power, the 
potential, is in every one of us to be free and at choice about our relationship 
to life in any moment . To be aware of our vulnerability is the stimulus to 
choose something new . The question then is this, “What is it that stops us 
from naturally expressing our fully potency?”

Ah, now that is the sweet spot I find inspiring to explore with clients!

In order to fully explore potential with a client it is important for each of 
us as coaches to explore the same question: What stops us from naturally 
expressing our fully potency?

Self-reflection generates perspective, understanding and compassion for 
the journey we invite clients to take with us . Taking the risk to express our 
potent essential self freely in any relationship is a state of wholeness and that 
state includes allowing for our vulnerability to be transparent . When we 
courageously choose to embody wholeness our energy is contagious, fueling 
inspiration and a reciprocal exchange with clients . Being self-reflective 
about our potency is a practice that broadens and deepens awareness while 
with others .

Coaching purposefully is therefore incredibly important for the 
environment to welcome vulnerability and activate choices that maximize 
potential .

Be Conscious of Potential

Everything in life is energy . Recall a moment in your life when you stood by 
a waterfall or maybe a rushing river in the spring or at the edge of the ocean 
on a stormy day . We experience nature’s energy and realize that energy lives 
inside each of us as well .

Energy with a certain magnitude is at the root of understanding potential . 
Imagine a state of being in which our ultimate potential is available and 
realized by us; energy flows like a spectacular waterfall . The potency of 
our highest truth is eternal; it will always be, regardless of our degree 
of awareness of it . The first step then toward realizing our essence is 
to purposefully direct our energy to open awareness . It is a vulnerable 
moment, of course, which is rewarded by access to our potency and the 
choice to “own” it, live it and purposefully choose moment to moment .

There is an interesting paradox about realizing essence . Living from an 
externally prescribed set of rules and expectations demands energy . When 
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this way of being is our primary mode, especially as an unconscious habit, 
it’s like having a small hole in our gas tank . No matter how much energy we 
put into our tank in the form of rest, healthy eating, exercise, learning and 
fun, we never seem to sustain our fuel .

By contrast, living from essence, from inside out instead of outside in, is 
replenishing and doesn’t wear a hole in our tank . Our gas tank is always 
flush with plenty of fuel flowing through our bodies .

Consider another metaphor from nature that we often use with clients . 
Visualize a warm summer day and with eyes closed pay attention to the 
light and temperature of the sun shining on your body until you experience 
being the sun, shining brightly from the center of your body out to 
everything around you .

Visualizing being the sun, radiating care, love, compassion, power and 
strength allows us to metaphorically realize our potential . If we can imagine 
it, we can create it, learn how to continuously access it and generate results 
in life that activate our unique essential potential .

When we attempt to make changes from the outside it is similar to 
depending on the advice of others versus trusting the answers from within . 
It also calls for being someone we are not and that requires extra energy, 
lowering the magnitude of energy available for expression .

For example, when we recognize that we consistently accommodate what 
others want or expect of us, we are living from the outside in, and that’s 
exhausting . When we live, choose and act from the inside out it’s energizing . 
While it is true that outside circumstances may be beyond our control, we 
are in charge of how we relate to circumstances . When we choose from our 
essence, life is easier and more satisfying . Focusing our energy in this way is 
central to sustaining conscious awareness of our potency .

Here are four practical reflection questions to engage with individually:

•  What do I imagine is available if I make life choices based upon my 
essence?

•  What choices and actions empower me to wake up and embody my full 
potency?

•  What intentions sustain consistent, conscious choice from inside out?

•  What will generate more consciousness in sessions and invite clients to 
create and develop essence-based habits of expression?
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These are central questions to answer, consciously and daily, in order to 
maximize our potential . And because this is an internal process, we must 
find these answers for ourselves and act accordingly .

Pay attention to your process and begin to experiment with clients, inviting 
exploration of the same vulnerable territory in order to open conscious 
awareness of potential . Professional coaches care deeply about people, so 
much so that we habitually extend our caring beyond what clients require . 
This can tip the balance from being partners to being an expert . In this 
moment we limit rather than maximize potential and the energy flow to 
vulnerability slows down .

Invite discovery of essence in coaching sessions and notice what happens 
to client energy and most important, client leadership within the coaching 
partnership .
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Chapter 2

CoaChing froM 
full Potential

The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to 
reach your full potential… these are the keys that 
will unlock the door to personal excellence.

— Confucius
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CoaChing froM full 
Potential
Wholeness Catalyzes Professional Mastery

What does it take to demonstrate competence at the Master Certified Coach 
(MCC) credential level established by the International Coach Federation? 
As a coach educator and trainer, this is a frequent question I receive . 
Experienced coaches asked to describe the elements that represent an MCC 
demonstration often respond,

“I know it when I witness it.”

For practitioners who seek coaching mastery this description does not 
provide actionable clarity about the development path that allows for 
growth and confident artfulness as a coach . Ultimately, it is a focus on self, 
on liberating our potential as a practitioner and expressing from our totality, 
our wholeness, that stimulates effectiveness with clients and artful coaching 
mastery .

Oh yes, it really is an inside job! When we courageously choose to embody 
wholeness our energy is contagious, fueling inspiration, a reciprocal 
exchange with clients and full, authentic presence .
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Our central question, then, is: What is our way to consistently embody 
wholeness?

Most coach education and training focuses heavily on creating awareness 
for clients . ICF-Master Certified Coach competency skills and behaviors 
for creating awareness are the most misunderstood . We are expected 
to generate a space for clients to explore what is not known, claimed or 
expressed . On the surface this sounds clear and yet, in the moment with the 
client, this demands letting go of our knowledge and experience in favor of 
what spontaneously emerges in our exchange .

This quality in our exploration space allows clients to identify desired 
change in mindset and behavior so that new choices are selected that 
manifest the desired shift in life experience .

Engaging in a not-knowing field requires self-trust that the greater purpose 
of our work will operate as an invisible hand supporting every choice we 
make during the exchange .

Self-trust is essential to embody our wholeness and yet, how does that 
develop?

Be Vulnerable

Vulnerability is the key to coaching mastery . Feeling vulnerability, 
welcoming it, accepting it, exploring it opens our innate creative capacity 
in the same way it does for our clients . Dr . Brené Brown’s research on 
vulnerability is very useful in exploring what on the surface appears to be a 
paradox .

Vulnerability evokes uncertainty, emotional exposure and risk . At the same 
time, choosing these states of being also stimulates empathy, hope and 
authenticity .

This is True for Every Person . In a coaching partnership the stakes are 
higher because we are fundamentally inviting change . Being authentic 
requires transparency and a certain kind of nakedness in our thinking, 
emotions and physical presence . In other words, our vulnerability with 
a client encourages client vulnerability and access to more internal 
resourcefulness and capability .

We expect clients to trust our partnership enough to allow the vulnerability 
necessary for learning . Standing in a shared energetic field of exploring will 
only evoke safety and an invitation for clients if we, as practitioners, are 
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embodying vulnerability in our fully potent authentic presence .

What stops the natural expression of our full potency?

Success, competence and comfort often invisibly silence our alert, 
purposeful choices during a client exchange . The result is complacency and 
inertia; acting from bias and habits we revere and become attached to in our 
coaching practice .

The natural tendency of objects – and for us let’s imagine people/clients – is 
to resist changes in our state of motion . This is the meaning of inertia: our 
resistance to change in our state of motion . Force is not required to keep us 
moving . In fact, it is the exact opposite . Force is what brings us to rest .

This seems obvious when we consider obstacles or resistance to change.

However, when we are feeling successful and confident, in motion with our 
work, what is the force that seems to inevitably stop us?

Professional coaches care deeply about people, so much so that we 
habitually extend our caring beyond what clients require . This tips the 
balance from being partners in liberating potential to being an expert, hence 
slowing down the discovery experience coaching offers to clients .

Motivational speaker Zig Zigler made an acronym for the word fear, 
“false evidence appearing real .” Whether you have a fear of failure or a 
fear of success, both states of being internally are the same . What blinds 
us to seeing our reality is either past remembrance or future projection 
and it stops us in our tracks, causing inertia . Oddly, the more massive our 
confidence and strength, or sense of doubt and weakness, the more force 
required to overcome inertia and restore a beginner’s mind, wonder and 
unconditional curiosity on behalf of clients .

Curiosity is the resource for vulnerability that removes resistance and 
restores access to our effortless natural motion in life .

Wholeness is the resource for curiosity that is offered without condition, 
authentically on behalf of another’s life .

Be Alert for Complacency

Think about any client right at this moment; someone seeking to change . 
What occurred in the partnership that stimulated and encouraged discovery 
and breakthrough awareness? Reflect and capture the moment and notice 
that the force of awareness about personal essence, about an authentic self, is 
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what generates a moment of pause . A client stands still for a moment to see, 
sometimes for the first time, what truly is happening .

A new perspective emerges . Clients recognize that choices for how to relate 
to life are responsible for the friction that keeps them from enjoying the 
outcomes and experience they long for most .

The moments of pause, generated through powerful questioning that is 
sourced from our experience of the client during the session exchange, 
eliminate the force keeping a client stuck . We, as practitioners, provide 
the outside force to stimulate empathy, hope and authenticity within the 
client . To accomplish this we must choose risk, emotional exposure and 
uncertainty for this dynamic to emerge . When we invite a client to examine 
life from our context or perspective of knowing his or her context, we 
generate inertia rather than freedom to express from essence . We have 
created an outside-in environment filled with expectation and performance 
rather than acceptance and sovereignty . Striking a balance between wonder 
and wisdom requires disciplined self-awareness in order to avoid the 
arrogant complacency of knowing an answer or even a specific direction 
for our clients . We never truly know another person; we only perceive the 
impact and influence of another as we engage .

Allowing clients to enliven us and evoke curiosity on their behalf is how 
we sustain safety for authentic, fully potent expression . Clients are our 
external force to overcome inertia, when we allow it . When I work in an 
organizational system, coaching individual leaders and their teams, the 
degree of risk I choose to express my full potency directly correlates with 
the risk leaders will choose .

Unless leaders choose to shift, the collective purpose is not fulfilled . The 
stakes are high and consequences for inertia are great, individually and 
organizationally . Being boldly potent, overcoming my own inertia and 
modeling a fully potent and authentic state of being is an invitation for 
clients to do the same . The rewards are priceless . The privilege to serve 
clients demands that we engage our full potency .

Clients deserve nothing less.
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MCC Credential Level
Observed Behaviors for Creating Awareness

•  At a MCC level, the coach’s way of being is consistently curious . The coach is willing to not 
know, and to let the exploration evolve based on the client’s thinking, learning and creating, 
and the coach appears as much an explorer as the client .

•  The coach has not concluded what awareness should be in any manner, nor does the coach 
force awareness in any manner .

•  The use of the client’s greatness, strengths, intuition and learning style is fully invited and 
welcomed .

•  There is no evidence of ‘fixing’ a problem for the client or a need to rush unless the client 
had indicated a specific need for a time sensitive solution .

•  The coach allows the client to make the coach aware and the client’s voice more prevalent 
than the coach’s .

•  There is a clear, strong sense that the coach is engaged in connected observation of totality 
of who the client is and what the client wants, sharing that with the client, and creating space 
for the client to share back .

•  The coach provides sufficient space and encouragement to allow the client to integrate and 
use new awareness to resolve current challenges, achieve current goals, and think how the 
new awareness may be used in the future .
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Chapter 3

CoaChing froM 
PresenCe

Our own mindfulness or contemplative practice 
reminds us that in the stillness of a quiet mind all 
things are possible.
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CoaChing froM PresenCe
What does it take to listen as a full physiological act so that hearing is an 
emotional experience that activates imagination and intuition, creating a 
transformative moment?

Coaching to maximize potential is inherently a transformative process 
however, it is not simply done as an action . Being different in some way, by 
perspective, relationship, choice and conscientious presence invites change .

Cultural anthropologist Angeles Arrien declared that medium-slow is 
Nature’s rhythm and Western rhythm is fast-overdrive . Slowing down, 
then, is an obvious opportunity in coaching . What do we choose in our 
way of being during the moments of pause that occur when fast-overdrive 
downshifts?

Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future, 
concentrate the mind on the present moment. 

— Buddha
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Life unfolds at a pace no one can choose for us; it’s known without knowing 
from the core of our being .

Anyone with children will recognize this idea from the act of “time out .” 
Two minutes is enough to re-calibrate our nervous system and move out of 
a reactive posture of fright, flight, freeze or fracture .

This is also true for adults . Our own mindfulness or contemplative practice 
reminds us that in the stillness of a quiet mind all things are possible .

Brain science supports this experience, as does our engagement with clients .

Allowing moments of pause infused with full presence always evokes 
deeper inquiry, surprise and client revelation for any domain of life .

Our central question then: what is our way to artfully pause so that full 
client presence to life is stimulated?

Most coach education and training offer a variety of ways to strengthen 
presence when interacting as a coach .

MCC Credential Level
Observed Behaviors for Coaching Presence

The coach is completely joined with the client in the coaching dialogue and is a connected 
observer [as coach] holding both objective and emotional perspective simultaneously .

The connection is to the whole of the [coach], who the [coach] is, what the [coach] wants, 
how the [coach] learns and creates, and what the [coach] has to [learn from the client] .

The coach evidences a complete curiosity that is undiluted by a need to perform .

As with trust and intimacy, the coach is in a complete partnership with the client where the 
[coach] is an equal or [lesser] contributor to the conversation and direction of the coaching 
than the [client] .

The coach is willing to let the client teach the coach and is unafraid to be a student of the 
client . The conversation between coach and client is equal and easy, even in uncomfortable 
moments .
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Sometimes a lot of amnesia occurs from being attached to a particular 
model or coaching approach applied as the right way . Along the path 
toward coaching mastery, most practitioners discover that presence with 
self, in complete selfacceptance, is the state of being to attain in order to 
embody artful coaching presence .

ICF Master Certified Coach competency skills and behaviors for Coaching 
Presence are often understood in the context of the client . Notice what 
opens in your understanding as we experiment and explore the skills and 
behaviors from the context of coach . The table of demonstration behaviors 
is offered with language modified to support this exploration .

As you reflect from the coach context, become aware of the assumptions 
and biases about how you show up with clients . What is left behind? What 
is a strength, perhaps overused, that prevents client leadership in a session?

What is our unique balance that allows for wholeness to be our inner 
stance? Wholeness is the resource for curiosity that is offered without 
condition, authentically on behalf of another’s life .

Curiosity is the resource for vulnerability that removes resistance and 
restores access to resourcefulness . Future vision is a prison for most of us 
and curiosity is the door key, unlocking access to inner capability that we 
forget about in the emotion of what’s challenging and fear inducing .

If as coach we are overly focused on performance, our attention is 
conditional, evaluating moment-bymoment what the client expects . 
Unconditional attention shifts the focus toward listening with the whole self 
in order to reflect full acceptance and celebration of the client expression 
simply by the engagement of our curiosity in the field we are creating 
together .

Trusting self becomes a positive reinforcing step for our inner stance of 
wholeness .

Be Still

Vulnerability is essential to coaching mastery because our vulnerability 
with a client encourages client vulnerability and access to more internal 
resourcefulness and capability . We expect clients to trust us . It is a coaching 
bias .

How purposeful are we? How reliable are we in creating the energy of full 
acceptance and unconditional curiosity that allows something unspeakable 
before, to emerge in the moment of a session?
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The language of achievement, accomplishment and goals is a distraction 
from acceptance without condition of our available potential .

Invert our approach to begin from unconditional acceptance and we 
liberate internal resourcefulness to choose any path that enlivens .

This begins with coaches allowing clients to enliven us by who they are 
being with us, allowing us to perceive and experience the impact and 
influence on us as we engage in our dialogue . Brain science shows us that 
most solutions are not generated rationally .

Emotions bias all of our decisions whether we acknowledge it consciously 
or not . Physical experience is always associated with emotions, often tied 
to a memory that formed a belief we follow as the truth in order to sustain 
safety for a threat that is usually void in our current reality .

We simply have not stopped to discover this . 

Fear, and the expression evoked from this emotion, reveals to us what we 
choose to love . A paradox indeed, which calls on us to allow the presence of 
fear in clients so that awareness of what is loved emerges . In order to allow 
this, we must, as practitioners, eliminate our own fear to create trust in the 
field of relationship for client safety .

That safety allows vulnerability and therefore learning necessary to proceed 
with transformative change that a client trusts enough to risk experimenting 
with a new way of being, relating and engaging with life .

Be Attentive

The nature and power of giving attention evokes spontaneous breakthrough 
experience . Sometimes it is thinking and always this is preceded by a 
somatic and emotional response to a relational field .

The first step in strengthening coaching presence is becoming aware of our 
inner coach, the part of us that witnesses what is occurring and the impact 
on us as it is happening, without losing presence with the other person in 
the dialogue .
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When we are attentive from our wholeness, we may notice judgment and 
choose artful pause – as simple as a quiet breath – to welcome curiosity 
that accepts everything and builds on it with wonder, on behalf of the 
client . It is our attention with clients not our input that produces a sequence 
of evocative “what” questions, e .g . what to achieve, based upon what 
assumptions, blocked by what beliefs, seeing exactly what belief is the 
greatest obstacle, testing what is true and what causes clients to choose to 
stop . What is true as seen from essential self liberates choice leading then to 
ask how to achieve the goal, organically and naturally .

It is who we are being, from wholeness, that allows us to enjoy difference, 
welcome disturbance and trust that by inviting the client to share learning, 
thinking and insight we will most honor the partnership of coaching to 
generate something useful for the client .

Being reflective on practice is the most empowering resource available for 
our professional development because the answers arrive inside-out as gifts 
of consciousness and give us the power of choice .

Here are four practical reflection questions to engage with individually to 
strengthen artful pause for coaching from presence:

The Flow 
of Presence

Wholeness

Curiosity

Vulnerability

self trust

resourcefulness
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Be Reflective on Practice

Coaching mastery is a lifelong journey filled with humbling gems of 
learning and awe .

It is a path of discovering our authentic self, our unique rhythm and our 
dynamic capacity to originate, create, learn and produce results, in other 
words to be generative .

As coaches we naturally orient toward being generative with clients . We are 
less natural when we are that generative focus .

Being accomplished, competent and confident as an adult in a professional 
capacity is seductive and creates blinders and obstacles to continuous 
development and evolution . Reflection on practice is the antidote to 
complacency, boredom and doubt, liberating our potential and the power of 
vulnerability and self-trust for your clients and everyone in your life .

Reflection Questions
 •  What stirs our addiction to certainty that fuels mistrust of another’s wholeness, 

resourcefulness, capability and creativity?

 •  What fuels our fear of silence and the discomfort of allowing another’s independent 
thought to emerge?

 •  What self-trust is essential for me to surrender to curiosity on behalf of my client without 
condition?

 •  What resourcefulness do I possess that reminds me of the privilege and fulfill my 
responsibility to witness another being express his or her full potency?
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